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KEITH ANTHONY BERRIMAN - EXPERIENCE & QUALIFICATIONS.
I am an Incorporated Engineer, a Fellow of the Institution of Engineering &
Technology, a Fellow of the Institute of Highway Engineers, a Fellow of the
Chartered Institution of Highways & Transportation, and a Chartered Member of
the Institute of Logistics and Transport.
I have been engaged in the practise of highway and traffic engineering for over
forty years, specifically in relation to considering and advising upon development
proposals.
I have worked in both the public and private sector since 1975 and have been an
independent consulting engineer since 1988.
I provide specialist highway, traffic and transport advice to developers, Local
Authorities, planning consultants, architects, and engineering consultants, on the
highway, traffic and transport aspects of all development proposals.
I have advised on all types of development proposals including, residential,
commercial, leisure, education, retail, and roadside services developments:
having advised on small and large examples of such projects.
Over the years, I have given highway and traffic evidence at many public inquiries,
including Section 78 inquiries. Local Plan Inquiries, and Roads Inquiries.
Formerly, I was Head of Highways Development Control at Essex County Council. I
am now Director of The Highway Traffic & Transport Consultancy Ltd (The HTTC
Ltd).
I have carried out investigations and visited the site to carry out observations, for
the purposes of providing this transport statement.
Keith A. Berriman
l.Eng., FIET, FIHE FCIHT, CMILT.
The copyright of this work, or any part thereof, remains with The HTTC Ltd., and can be used only in relation to this specific instruction by the
client named in this TS. Permission should be sought in writing, by all others, to use of any or all of this work.
All rights reserved.
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1.00 Introduction.

1.01 This transport statement (TS) considers the highway traffic and transport
issues related to the proposal to build four poultry houses, to house up to
188,000 birds, at Castle Hill Farm, running up to seven growing cycles per year.
The existing access onto the B1077 already serves three poultry units which are to
be demolished as part of this proposal. The existing access to those units is
proposed to be significantly improved, in line with SCC standard design DM04
(see appendix KAB 6), with significantly improved junction visibility (see KAB 11
and compare to photos at KAB 16 & 17).

1.02 Additionally, there is the further important highway benefit of the closure
of an existing substandard, unmade access (see KAB 3). The site is located
generally as shown at appendix KAB 1, and in more detail at KAB 2. The specific
application site and site layout plan is shown at KAB 3, as is the location of the
two significant access improvements. The proposed DM04 access design is
included at KAB 4, as an initial sketch.

1.03 I have been instructed by the applicant, Richard Owen, of Castle Hill
Chicken, to submit this TS in respect of this planning application.

1.04 A Transport Statement (TS) is considered appropriate for this proposal as it
is a development with "anticipated limited impacts" (PPG 06/03/2014 Paragraph: 004 Reference ID: 42-004-20140306). Indeed, as will be seen from this
TS, the likely transport implications of this proposal are demonstrated not to be at
any material level. In that regard, the NPPF 2019 states.
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111. All developments that will generate significant amounts of movement should
be required to provide a travel plan, and the application should be supported by a
transport statement or transport assessment so that the likely impacts of the
proposal can be assessed.
Hence, it could be argued that a TS is not necessary, as the proposal will not
"generate significant amounts of movement". However, the LPA has requested
that transport information be submitted and, hence, this TS accompanies the
planning application. The TS also deals with the issues raised by the County
Highway Authority (CHA) at KAB 5.

1.05 It is a normal function of the Highways Development Management Section
to assess proposals such as this, and properly consider the overall highway
conditions which will result from any submitted planning application, taking into
the relevant planning guidance, particularly the NPPF, and historic site uses.

1.06 As demonstrated, this development proposal will not result in any material
increase* in vehicle flows along Castle Hill, B1077, or on the wider highway
network, including through Eye. Furthermore, as set out in a later section of this
TS, the peak vehicle flows take place only over a period of a couple of days,
during each chicken production "cycle", with only some seven cycles each year i.e.
peak vehicle flows on only some fourteen days of the year, and at a level of only
some 30 vehicles per day (15 vehs in + 15 vehs out – see KAB 7 & 8).
*A material increase is one which will have an adverse effect on the junction capacity, or link
capacity of the highway network, or highway safety. The addition of a few vehicles per hour (as
with this proposal) cannot have any noticeable effect on the results of junction capacity
calculations, nor can it have any perceptible effect on link flow capacity. Additionally, flows at
such levels cannot have any potential adverse effects on highway safety.
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1.07 As regards the NPPF 2019 reference to the need to provide a Travel Plan
(TP), I similarly take the view that the proposal does not generate significant
amounts of movement. Hence, a TP is not required for this proposal. However, I
am advised that the maximum number of employees on the site will be only one
full time member of staff who will attend the poultry units on a daily basis. Thus,
the vehicle movements related to staff are only some 2 vpd (1 in + 1 out).

1.08 Hence, these staff related vehicle flows are not at a material level, which
could not be perceptibly reduced by the provision of a TP in any event. Hence, the
NPPF 2018 does not support the need for a formal TP in respect of this proposal.

1.09 The NPPF 2019 makes it clear that....
109. Development should only be prevented or refused on highways grounds if
there would be an unacceptable impact on highway safety, or the residual
cumulative impacts on the road network would be severe.

1.10 Therefore, as there will be:
a)

significant highway improvements, in the form of:

i)

the proposed DM 04 access design and construction replacing the existing
substandard commercial access (KAB 6);

ii)

the significantly improved junction visibility in line with a recent vehicle
speed survey (see KAB 9, 10 & 11);
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iii)

the closure of an existing substandard access, with inadequate junction
visibility, and no hard surface, such that mud and detritus might be carried
on the B1077;

b)

the removal of vehicle flows related to the existing poultry houses including
the potential reversing of hgv’s onto/off the B1077;

c)

the provision of cycle parking (if deemed necessary by the CHA); and,

c)

no material increase in vehicle flows,

then, there will not be any residual severe cumulative impacts on the road
network or on road safety. Hence, this development should not be prevented or
refused on highways grounds

1.11 This position is supported by the lack of any relevant accident/collision data
over a significant 20 years record period for the existing substandard commercial
access to the B1077, and the wider local highway network (see KAB 12).

1.12 It is noted that, nearby, is the large and significant, development of the
Huntingdon Lifesciences, research centre with access off Barric Lane (see KAB 2).
Additionally, also served by Barric Lane, is the recently consented Plinth site. This
proposal was considered by the CHA, and no highway objections were raised.
Neither of these industrial/commercial developments appears to have been
required to improve the highway junction of Barric Lane with Castle Hill, which is
to the north of the application site. It was noted that the Plinth application
confirmed that 46 full time employees would be present on site. That compares
with a single full time employee on this poultry application site.
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1.13 The proposed improved private access to this application proposal seems
to be larger in terms of the overall geometry and seems to be provided with
larger visibility splays than the Barric Lane junction. The improved application site
access also will be used by significantly fewer vehicles, including very few
articulated hgv’s. Hence, it follows that the application site access should be
acceptable to the CHA.

1.14 This is particularly so as the articulated hgv flows will be to and from the
recently approved and constructed Cranswick site at Eye Airfield. It is noted that
the CHA made no adverse comments about the movement of articulated hgv’s
through Eye in relation to that very large development. The proposal was for a B2
building with a floor area of 20,450sq.m. that was to be used for chicken
processing. The CHA did not require any mitigation within Eye, or on road routes
to the south of Eye, including the B1077. Therefore, it cannot be reasonable or
realistic for the CHA to try and require any such mitigation for this extremely
minor (in actual and in comparative vehicle flows) development proposal. I note
that the same officer dealt with the Eye Airfield site, as has now commented on
this significantly smaller proposal (KAB 5). Hence, the CHA should have no
difficulty accepting this point.

1.15 Therefore, it must follow that this minor development, with minimal
vehicle flows (see KAB 7) at the site, and through Eye, should be acceptable to the
LPA and CHA. Hence, as above, this development should not be prevented or
refused on transport grounds. It should be noted that this TS, and the vehicle
flow data within this TS, is based on a recent submission in Shadingfield, where
Crown Chickens is also supporting a similar but smaller proposal.
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1.16 As will be seen at KAB 7 & 8, the vehicle flow data for that site was
accepted by the CHA. As that proposal was for 3 poultry units (141,000 birds),
and this is for 4 poultry units (188,000) birds, the previously accepted vehicle flow
data has simply been increased by a factor of (4/3) 1.333.

1.17 The previous Crown Chicken advice was as follows.

1.18 This application was submitted to the County Highway Authority (CHA) for
its preliminary comments (see KAB 5). The CHA has not raised any objections to
the proposal but asked for various items, in simple terms as follows.
a)

appropriate junction visibility;

b)

industrial style access design;

c)

advice on the number of hgv’s to be related to this proposal;

d)

advice on staff numbers;
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e)

provision of cycle parking; and,

e)

a Construction Management Plan.

As will be seen, this TS provides all that information.
NB – the CHA EIA comments were related to a proposal for a 288,000 bird proposal i.e. a
proposal for 6 poultry units. As can be seen from the submission this has now been reduced to
4 poultry units and 188,000 birds.

1.19 This TS provides the necessary information and, as indicated previously,
this TS demonstrates that there will not be any material* increase in vehicle flows
at the access or along Castle Hill. Hence it also follows that there will not be any
material* increase in vehicle flows along the wider highway network, including
through Eye and surrounding villages (CHA comments at KAB 5).
* For a basic explanation of “materiality” see para 1.06 above.

2.00 The existing and the proposed development, and related vehicle flows.

2.01 The site has an existing use for poultry production within the existing three
poultry units. These current three poultry units are used by Free Range Chicken
who are renting the present site. It has advised that the traffic in and out at
present is as follows (per month).
1 litter lorry for bedding
2 chick lorries
6 feed lorries
3 gas deliveries
3 lorries to take the birds away
1 lorry for waste
6 tractor and trailers for manure.
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2.02 These birds are removed on a monthly basis (more often than the current
proposal) as they are then put outside as free range chickens, to mature to
harvesting time. Hence the removal of these three existing units will lead to the
removal of these existing vehicle flows at the site. As such there will be a
reduction in the net increase in vehicle flows at the farm and on the highway
network. Notwithstanding this, the increase in vehicle flows remains at such a
low level as not be material in any proper highways development assessment.

2.03 As already indicated, the government's 20 years Crashmap data (KAB 12)
confirms that, even with the existing commercial poultry use, and the
substandard access, and substandard junction visibility, there were no collisions
recorded at the existing accesses over a 20 years record period. This is an
excellent accident record at this “substandard” junction.

2.04 The proposed development is to build four poultry houses, to house up to
188,000 birds, at Castle Hill Farm, Castle Hill, B1077, Occold and running up to
seven growing cycles per year.

2.05 As can be seen at KAB 8, I contacted Cranswick (formerly Crown Chicken
Ltd.) to find out more about the logistics operations associated with a similar
proposed use at Shadingfield. Cranswick will provide the chickens and take away
the fully grown birds for processing to its facility at Eye Airfield.
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2.06 The upshot of the discussion is that the worst case vehicle flows that will
take place will be when the grown birds are caught and removed from the site.
At KAB 8, Cranswick confirms...

What are the maximum number of vehicles per day and for how many days?
The most intense activity could be the catching of the birds which for a farm of
this size could be 6-10 loads in one day. This could occur twice in the seven weeks
typically the 32nd/33rd day and again at 38/39 days. This representing the two
different weight ranges.
These figures are increased by the indicated factor of x 1.333 to give the worst
case daily inbound flow and doubled to provide the daily two way flow (in + out).
Thus, the maximum articulated hgv flows on only two days per growing cycle will
be 15 hgv’s/day in + 15 hgv's/day out i.e. a two way flow of only 30 hgv’s/day.

2.07 Furthermore, these flows will take place outside of peak hours, and likely to
be outside of the normal working day. This is because the fully grown birds must
be caught in the evening in order to get them to them to the chicken processing
site at Eye Airfield in the early morning for the start of processing in the early
morning. Furthermore, I have been advised that there is a move in the industry
to grow the birds more slowly. As such, the 7 growing cycles will be reduced to 6
cycles per year, thereby further reducing the very small net increase in vehicle
flows.
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2.08 As can also be seen at KAB 8...

Can you tell me how many farms you visit (plus total birds) and within what
geographical area? Crown operate from about 50 locations in East Anglia
Are you able to confirm roughly what proportion are down similar, narrow (single
track) country lanes?
Most of them.
As regards the above, will you please explain how your hgv drivers keep in touch,
to ensure that they do not meet on these lanes. And, is this a standard procedure
for your company and its drivers?
All vehicles have trackers and transport manager schedules the collection. This is
only an issue on Live Bird collection. Feed delivery for example would never be
more than one load per day.
Hence, this same information can be applied to the potential for two hgv’s
meeting at the site access, which has been designed to accommodate only a
single entry, or exit. movement of an articulated hgv (see KAB 4A, 4B & 4C). It is
confirmed that Cranswick (formerly Crown) is an experienced and important long
term chicken producer within East Anglia. In that regard, it has developed a
practical and well operated logistics procedure to preclude any likelihood of two
hgv's meeting. Of course, this control will be necessary only on the two days of
live bird collection during each of the seven cycles i.e. for only fourteen days of
the year. However, it should be noted that two hgv’s can pass simultaneously
within the site, beyond the entrance gate, as the initial length of access road will
be 6m wide (see KAB 4).
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2.09 As indicated previously, it appears that that the nearby, Plinth proposal has
added vehicle flows (including artic hgv’s) to the large and significant,
development of the Huntingdon Lifesciences research centre. The Plinth proposal
was not required to improve the junction of Barric Road with Castle Hill. That
junction, and the available visibility splays at that junction, appear to be inferior
to those now being offered for this much more minor vehicle use proposal.

2.10 Nevertheless, the applicant has confirmed to me his willingness to consider
providing the DM04 access as shown in the sketch at KAB 4A. The two
subsequent plans (KAB 4B & 4C) show that the access can accommodate an
articulated hgv turning left into the site, and right out of the site i.e. to and from
Cranswick site at Eye Airfield, and through Eye.

2.11 As indicated previously, the CHA has requested other information at KAB 6.

When comparing the current free range chicken units, there may even be a
decrease in the number of staff. However, as set out previously, there will only
be a single full time staff member for the proposed four poultry units. Therefore,
it does not seem appropriate to include a standard request such as this, which is
more properly applied to a proposal with much larger staff numbers e.g. the
Plinth proposal. NB – it appears that the CHA comments on this proposal, with
46 full time staff, did not include any requirement for secure cycle parking.
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2.12 In terms of the access design, this is shown at KAB 4. As shown the access is
proposed to be 6m wide, with 2no. x 10m radii, and gates set back 20m from the
nearside edge of the Castle Hill carriageway. The access will be hard surfaced
along its full length and will be adequately drained to prevent run off onto the
highway. It is clear that the proposed, hard surfaced DM04 access will be a
significant improvement over the current access arrangements (see photos at
KAB 16).

2.13 The site has a frontage to the B1077 of some 260m, with the access located
some 80m (centreline) from the southern flank boundary, and some 180m
(centreline) from the northern flank boundary. The access centreline, and the
proposed junction visibility splays are shown at KAB 11B & 11C.

2.14 At appendices KAB 9 & KAB 10, is included the speed survey data (the full
Excel files can be submitted on request), as referenced by the CHA in its
consultation reply at KAB 5. The speed survey data shows that the average 12hrs
weekday 85th %ile spot speeds are some 50 mph southbound, and some 40 mph
northbound, on the B1077 approaches to the proposed access. Previously, a
factor of 2.5 mph was removed from this figure to provide a journey speed which
was then used to determine the SSD (stopping sight distance) and then the major
road junction visibility dimension. DMRB document CD109 is the appropriate
document for determining the SSD, and hence the major road, junction visibility,
for locations such as here. See table at KAB 11A.
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2.15 Unfortunately, this simple calculation appears to have been removed from
the recently introduced guidance CA 185 Vehicle speed measurement (the CHA
notes at KAB 3 refer to the previous guidance - TA22/81). This simple journey
speed calculation appears to have been replaced by a potentially costly and
onerous method of matching registration numbers as a vehicle passes two
predetermined locations i.e.

Other scheme types

2.3 When design parameters for anything other than speed limits and traffic signal installations are to
be determined based on speed measurement, journey speeds of all motor vehicle types shall be used.
NOTE Journey speed measurements are used for highway schemes such as new priority junctions/direct
access and minor improvements to existing roads etc.
2.4 Measurements for journey speed shall be taken on the approaches to the scheme extents.
NOTE Measuring journey speeds on the approaches to the scheme extents can be achieved by matching
registration numbers at the time of passing the two points.

2.16 Such a potentially expensive and difficult procedure is not appropriate for
this minor proposal off this B class road. Fortunately, the CA185 guidance is clear
in that it relates to existing all-purpose trunk roads i.e. the guidance says,
Aspects covered
1.1 This document shall be used for the measurement of vehicle speeds and for determining
85th percentile speeds on existing all-purpose trunk roads.

Clearly, Castle Hill is not such a road.

2.17 In that regard, I propose that it is reasonable to use the average 12hrs
weekday 85th %ile spot speeds of some 40 mph northbound, and 50 mph
southbound, as shown at KAB 9 & KAB 10, and round them up to the next design
speed bands of 43.5 mph and 53 mph as shown in the extract from CD 109 at
KAB 11. For these design speeds, the required SSD’s, and hence the required
major road junction visibility dimensions will be:
a)

160m when looking to the right (to see southbound vehicles); and,
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b)

120m when looking to the left (to see northbound vehicles). NB – this

would have been 90m based on the previous guidance.
Both of these major road distances can be provided at a minor road distance of
2.4m. Appendices KAB 11B & 11C show the imposition of the 120m x 2.4m x
160m junction visibility splays from the centre line of the proposed access. These
are set out as indicated in the recent guidance, CD 123.

2.18 As the CHA’s access design requirements have been met, it should follow
that this development should be acceptable to the LPA and CHA. Hence, as
above, this development should not be prevented or refused on transport
grounds.

2.19 Additionally, as set out previously, the applicant is willing to offer the
closure of an existing unmade, field access (see KAB 3 and photos at KAB 19). This
access has restricted junction visibility and has the potential for its vehicular use
to lead to mud and debris being dragged onto the highway. This offer will produce
a significant highway safety improvement which will accrue from the granting of
consent for this proposal. Furthermore, the removal of frontage hedging will
enable junction visibility to be improved to the access to the adjacent Thorndon
Groundwater Site, within land controlled by the applicant.

2.20 Furthermore, the similarly important improvement to the existing access
geometry and construction, as well the significant improvement to junction
visibility at that existing access location (see photos at KAB 17) are also highway
safety benefits which will accrue from the granting of consent for this proposal –
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and without any material increase in vehicle flows at that access, or on the
adjacent highway network.

2.21 It is noted that the existing field access crosses the line of Public Footpath
No. 24 (FP 24). The closure of the field access will remove the movement of
vehicles (including large agricultural vehicles) across the footpath at this location.
However, these flows, plus the low vehicle flows associated with the new poultry
units will then take place via the new hard surfaced access route. It is noted that
FP 24 appears to be rarely used (see photo of fingerpost at KAB 13 & 14). It
should also be noted that, as landowner, the applicant has rights to drive vehicles
along and across the footpath. These rights override those of the footpath use.
See examples of County Councils’ advice at KAB 15.

2.22 Adequate access, parking and turning facilities can be provided on site for
all vehicles regularly visiting the site. See KAB 18 for articulated hgv turning
geometry within the site.

2.23 The applicant agrees to accept a planning condition requiring the provision
of a Construction Management Plan.

3.00 The accident/collision data.
3.01 As already confirmed, and as will be seen at KAB 12, no collisions have been
recorded along Castle Hill, at the existing site access, or on the nearby highway
network, over a twenty years record period. Hence, these roads have an
excellent accident/collision record. Hence, there are no underlying highway
safety problems which can be identified.
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4.00

4.01

Conclusions.

Additional network peak hourly vehicle flows are likely to be nil, or of

a low order. The proposed daily additional development flows will be of a low
order, with most hours of most days having nil flows. Only on fourteen days of
the year will the maximum hgv flows be achieved, and outside network peak
hours. These maximum flows will be only some 30 vpd two way flow (15 in + 15
out), on only two days every seven weeks, which is also a flow of a low order.
Thus, there will not be any material increase in vehicle flows along Castle Hill,
B1077, or on the wider highway network, including roads through Eye, and local
villages.

4.02 It is noted that the CHA did not ask for any mitigation measures in Eye, or
on other routes to Eye, in respect of the large Cranswick development at Eye
Airfield. It was clear to the CHA that there would be likely to be poultry units to
the south, and east of Eye which would produce hgv traffic to and from such
poultry units. Hence, the suggestion that mitigation measures might be required
in Eye, in respect of this minor proposal is without any reasonable justification.

4.03

The applicant has offered to significantly improve the existing access as

required by the CHA, including the provision of much improved junction
visibility. The application access will be constructed to a significantly greater
standard than the nearby Barric Road/B1077 junction, which appears to be used
by significantly greater levels of traffic. The applicant has also offered to close
an existing substandard field access to the B1077 and improve junction visibility
to the adjacent groundwater station access, within land under his control.
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4.04 Collision data confirms that no relevant collisions have taken place on
Castle Hill, at the existing access, or on the nearby highway network over the
most recent 20 years record period. Hence, the B1077 in this vicinity has an
excellent accident record.

4.05 Adequate access, parking and turning facilities can be provided on site for
all vehicles regularly visiting the site.

4.06 The applicant agrees to a planning condition requiring the provision of a
Construction Management Plan.

4.07 In view of: the low level of additional vehicle flows, the significantly
improved access design, plus other highway safety benefits, and, the lack of any
identified, high accident areas, there will not be any severe residual transport
impacts or any material adverse impact on highway safety and highway capacity
conditions. Hence, the NPPF 2019 confirms that this development should not be
prevented or refused on transport grounds.

4.08 Therefore, as regards the information submitted within this TS, this
development proposal is acceptable in highway, traffic, and transport terms.
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KAB 1
NTS
application site
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KAB 2
NTS
SITE LOCATION

site

Huntingdon Life Sciences & Plinth sites
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KAB 3
NTS
GENERAL LAYOUT & LAND CONTROL

existing substandard access to be improved

existing substandard access to be permanently and physically closed
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KAB 4A
NTS
DM04 improved access to Castle Hill, B1077.
initial sketch (see provided PDF file for “to scale” sketch).
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KAB 4B
NTS
ARTIC HGV – RIGHT TURN OUT
DM04 improved access to Castle Hill, B1077.
initial sketch (see provided PDF file for “to scale” sketch).
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KAB 4C
NTS
ARTIC HGV – LEFT TURN IN
DM04 improved access to Castle Hill, B1077.
initial sketch (see provided PDF file for “to scale” sketch).
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KAB 5
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KAB 6
NTS
DM04 access
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KAB 7
Estimated vehicle flow numbers (inbound)
related to four poultry units housing 188,000 birds
i.e. for two way flow at the access - the figures below x 2
Estimated Vehicle Movements for Proposed Chicken Rearing Sheds
Castle Hill Farm, Occold – assessed from previous CHA agreed data at a ratio of 4/3
(see Mill Lane, Shadingfield – table below – three poultry units)

a) Movement

b) Vehicle
Type

Gas & shavings
Feed in
Chicks in
Birds out

HGV
HGV
HGV
HGV

c) Vehicles per
d) Vehicles
crop- over a non crop time
7 wk. period
6
20
3
30 over 2 days
15 vpd for only 2 days

Litter out
Fallen stock out
Dirty water out
Staff

HGV
LGV
HGV
Light van/car

12
7
4
49 (1x7x7)

say, 126

Only 1 vpd every day

Extl management

TOTALS over 7 wks
Ave per 7 day
week
Ave per day
FOR MOST HRS
OF MOST DAYS

Light van/car

8

20

139
20

146
21

3

3

0

0
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KAB 8
Email exchange with Cranswick (formerly Crown Chicken Ltd.)
Regarding tabulated data below -

Does this number of vehicles visit the site during a single day, or over what period?
Shavings – One day
Gas – Spread over the crop.
Feed – Over 5/6 weeks
Chicks One/Two days at start.
Birds all in week 5/6.
Litter (Out) week 6/7
Carcass week 2-6
Dirty water week 6/7.
Are these all articulated hgv's?
90% Artic 10% Rigid (Chick wagons)
What are the maximum number of vehicles per day and for how many days?
The most intense activity could be the catching of the birds which for a farm of this size could be 6-10
loads in one day. This could occur twice in the seven weeks typically the 32nd/33rd day and again at 38/39
days. This representing the two different weight ranges.
Can you tell me how many farms you visit (plus total birds) and within what geographical area. Crown
operate from about 50 locations in East Anglia
Are you able to confirm roughly what proportion are down similar, narrow (single track) country lanes.
Most of them.
As regards the above, will you please explain how your hgv drivers keep in touch, to ensure that they do
not meet on these lanes. And, is this a standard procedure for your company and its drivers?
All vehicles have trackers and transport manager schedules the collection. This is only an issue on Live
Bird collection. Feed delivery for example would never be more than one load per day.
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KAB 9

site access
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KAB 10

site access
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KAB 11A
JUNCTION VISIBILITY & SSD DIMENSIONS
SSD from CD 109 Highway Link Design
Major road distance (y distance) taken as equal to SSD
based on Avg 12hr weekday 85th %ile spot speed shown at KAB 8 & 9
(CA 185 guidance is not appropriate for non Trunk Roads)
(see submitted PDF file for scaled drawing)

KAB 11B
NTS
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Ltd.

KAB 11C
NTS
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KAB 12
Five years collision record.
No collisions recorded along B1077 in the vicinity of the existing site access
or on nearby highway network

site access
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KAB 13

UNUSED FOOTPATH – FINGER POST
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KAB 14

UNUSED FOOTPATH - FINGER POST
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KAB 15
Landowner’s Rights regarding Public Footpaths

Essex CC advice.

West Sussex CC advice.
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KAB 16

Existing access
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KAB 17
Existing access junction visibility – looking north

Existing access junction visibility – looking south
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Ltd.

KAB 18
Articulated HGV turning on site
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Ltd.

KAB 19
Existing unmade field access with substandard junction visibility – to be closed.
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